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Students have researched Greek Pottery
and used clay to create a pinch pot. Pots
have been created, fired and decorated.
Students are also using what they know
about habitats and the environment to

create their very own unique pet rocks and
habitats for them using their creativity and

problem solving skills. Students are
thoroughly enjoying these hands on learning
activities and are able to demonstrate and

show their creativity through these engaging
learning experiences.

Water bottle flipping at PC? Of course! Students
participated in a STEM challenge inspired by the
popular You Tube water bottle flipping challenge.
Students tossed water bottles and attempted to

land them straight up. While participating in the
challenge students were able to practice scientific

methods with some probability, fractions, and
data collection. Students determined the best

water bottle to use and the best water level to fill
their bottle to to have the best chance of landing

their toss. Students also celebrated Pi Day by
learning about circumference, diameter, and

radius. To practice their math knowledge,
students participated in a Pi Day Escape

Challenge. Students also used math formulas to
discover the circumferences of circles.

Technology was also used to create circle art. 



Students became secret agents and worked to
solve missions involving poetry and figurative

language. We learned about onomatopoeia and
personification and created our own poems that
used these poetic devices. To celebrate Pi Day,
we used what we learned about circumference

and diameter, along with the measuring of many
different sized circles, to discover that Pi is 3
and a little bit more. Some students were only

two hundredths of a centimeter off from
calculating the exact number of 3.14. Wow! We
tried to memorize the first 25 digits of Pi and

created circle art, as well. 

We began March exploring how math is used in
real-life. We learned about a young boy,
named Jonah, that is giving back to the

community. We tried to finger crochet like him
and found it to be more challenging than it
looked. We explored graphs, spices, and
geometric shapes. We also looked at how

science is used in real-life. We learned what
scientists are doing to protect species that

are endangered. We created a model to
describe how the parts of an electric circuit

transfer energy. We researched the effects of
climate change. We finished up the month

learning about how a thirteen-year-old girl
used chemical reactions to start a business. 


